
 

A taste for travel? Finnair to sell plane food
in shops
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In this Monday, Nov. 16, 2009 file photo, passenger planes of the Finnish
national airline company Finnair stand on the tarmac at Helsinki international
airport, Helsinki. Finnish carrier Finnair will start selling business class airplane
food in supermarkets in a move to keep its catering staff employed and to offer a
taste of the airline experience to those missing flying in the COVID-19 times.
The state-controlled airline said that in a pilot scheme the handmade meals,
called "Taste of Finnair", would initially be offered at one store as of Thursday,
Oct. 15, 2020. (Markku Ulander/Lehtikuva via AP, file)
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Finnish carrier Finnair will start selling business class airplane food in
supermarkets in a move to keep its catering staff employed and to offer
a taste of the airline experience to those missing flying in the COVID-19
times.

The state-controlled airline said that in a simulated flights, fake trips
where the aircraft takes off and lands in the same location, or even just
time to sit in the plane.

Kimmo Sivonen, store manager at the K-Citymarket Tammisto which
will sell the Finnair meals, told the newspaper Ilta-Sanomat that the
dishes have been modified to have less salt and spices than those offered
in the air, where people's sense of taste is dulled by high altitude.

Takeaway food sales have boomed in Finland since spring after an
estimated 60% of local work force started working from home due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. For their part, Finnair and the supermarket
hope the meals will appeal to people's yearning for travel.

"I think everyone has a bit of wanderlust these days and we can now
satisfy that need a bit," K-Citymarket's Sivonen said.

Finnair Kitchen Vice President Marika Nieminen said that the airline's
catering unit has been looking to expand outside traditional flight meal
services since the spring, when the pandemic forced almost all global
airlines to halt most of their flights. Finnair temporarily laid off a large
part of its nearly 7,000 workforce and its flight traffic was down 91% in
September from the previous year.

"So many of Kitchen's employees are temporarily laid off and we can
now create new work and employment for our people," Nieminen said.

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
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be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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